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Chairman Griffith, Ranking Member Castor, and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me here today. I am Laura Moy, an associate professor of law at Georgetown University. I appreciate the opportunity to testify on the important subject of data brokers. I represent nonprofit clients on various policy matters before federal agencies, including on matters related to data brokers, but I appear today in my individual capacity.

In 2018, CNN published a story about a man named Kip Koelsch who noticed that his 84-year-old father was receiving hundreds of pieces of scammy mail every week. Mr. Koelsch realized the problem was more than just a lot of junk mail when, one day, his dad called to tell him that he had won a Mercedes and a million dollars. A look at his dad’s checkbook revealed that his dad had been succumbing to scams and solicitations in the mail for years. There were records of more than 3,000 checks totaling more than $10,000 a year over several years in response to both scams and manipulative solicitations from sketchy charities and political groups.

Mr. Koelsch’s father’s problems likely started when he somehow ended up on a “suckers list” maintained by a data brokers. After a person falls for one scam, they often
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1 Last year my colleagues and I represented the Council on American-Islamic Relations urging the Federal Trade Commission to investigate alleged unfair and deceptive trade practices by multiple actors in the location data industry. https://www.cair.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/FTCcomplaint.pdf. This year my colleagues and I represented Just Futures Law, joined by a number of other organizations, urging the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to use the full force of its authority under the Fair Credit Reporting Act to rein in the data broker industry. https://epic.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/2023-02-08-Coalition-Letter-to-CFPB.pdf.

end up on other suckers lists categorized by areas of vulnerability, such as people who appear to love sweepstakes or people who are highly responsive to solicitations.\(^3\)

This is not an isolated incident. This type of widespread troubling behavior of unscrupulous data brokers was the subject of recent cases brought by the Department of Justice against multiple brokers.\(^4\) The Justice Department alleged that over the course of several years, multiple data brokers gathered, refined, and sold lists of millions of elderly and otherwise vulnerable individuals to scammers. In one instance, executives of the company were aware that some of its clients were scammers in the business of defrauding people, including Alzheimer’s patients, and that some clients had been investigated or even stopped by authorities for fraudulent practices.\(^5\) Despite this information, the company continued to sell lists of vulnerable individuals to some of the very scammers it had been warned about.\(^6\)

I hope this story has your attention as we talk about data brokers here today. Now I’d like to highlight there are three main points as this Subcommittee considers whether and how to take action to rein in the data broker industry:

- First, data brokers hold tremendously detailed information about all of us.
- Second, Congress must act because individuals cannot address the data broker problem on their own. And they are frustrated about this.
- Third, the booming data broker industry does real harm to real people.

My testimony here today expands on these three points.

I. Data brokers hold tremendously detailed information about all of us.

The amount and depth of information held by data brokers about us is simply out of control. This is not a new problem. It has been known and written about for many years.

For many people, when they think of the information held by data brokers, they imagine simple lists of names and addresses, and assume that there is no reason to be too concerned about this type of information as long as they are personally aware of and able to defend against the risk of being scammed. But even historical address data can be incredibly revealing. If someone has a list of every address you’ve lived at and when you lived there—and the same information about everyone else—they can learn

\(^3\) Id.


\(^6\) Id.
all about your personal history, as well as your history of relationships with people you’ve lived with, such as family members, romantic partners, and close friends.

In fact, the information held by data brokers runs much deeper than this. A Senate report published over nine years ago explained that even at that time, data brokers were known to collect:

- Specific purchase and transaction information, including detailed information obtained directly from retailers about items purchased, purchase history, and transaction medium alongside personal information such as name, physical address, and email address.⁷

- Health information, including about individuals’ specific conditions and attributes, such as particular diagnoses and household members’ weights.⁸

- Behavioral information that many people would find private, such as whether an individual uses laxatives or yeast infection products, the number of visits to the gynecologist within the past year, and the number of whiskey drinks consumed within the past month.⁹

And as the Federal Trade Commission explained in a 2014 report that it issued on data brokers, brokers do not just collect detailed individualized information and repackage it, they also “combine and analyze data about consumers to make inferences about them, including potentially sensitive inferences.”¹⁰ Consumers are often assigned to categories identified by data brokers for the purpose of facilitating targeted solicitations. For example, the FTC described categories that highlight individuals’ age, such as the “Rural Everlasting” category for single men and women over the age of 66 with low education levels, and the “Married Sophisticates” category for upper-middle class couples in their 30s with no children. According to the FTC, some categories are health-related, such as “Expectant Parent” or “Diabetes Interest.” Others focus on
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⁸ Id. at 13–14.

⁹ Id.

ethnicity and income, such as categories that contain a disproportionate share of low-income Latine and Black individuals.\textsuperscript{11}

More recently, Joanne Kim of the Duke University Sanford School of Public Policy published research indicating that “some data brokers are marketing highly sensitive data on individuals’ mental health conditions on the open market, with seemingly minimal vetting of customers and seemingly few controls on the use of purchased data.”\textsuperscript{12}

Data brokers also deal in highly revealing location data. In 2018, a team of journalists at \textit{The New York Times} acquired and reviewed a database containing historical location data from more than a million phones in the New York area—presumably location data that was collected and shared by apps installed on those phones.\textsuperscript{13} Using that location data, the journalists were able to identify individual people. They also explained how location data could be analyzed to learn intimate details about those people’s private lives, such as where they worked, where they lived, and when they spent the night at another person’s home. Last fall, investigations by the Electronic Frontier Foundation and Associated Press found that one broker that collects cell phone location data claims to have “billions” of data points pertaining to “over 250 million” devices.\textsuperscript{14}

\section{II. Congress must act to address this problem, because individuals cannot address it on their own.}

Congress must take action to address data brokers. Most people are extremely dissatisfied with the status quo, but in light of the amount of information now generated in daily life, individuals are no longer able to combat this problem on their own, without government intervention.

Most people are aware that they can no longer avoid sharing massive amounts of information about themselves with unknown third parties in their normal conduct. The FTC found almost nine years ago that “data brokers collect and store billions of data

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} Id.
\end{itemize}
elements covering nearly every U.S. consumer.”\textsuperscript{15} According to research conducted by Pew, 81\% of adults now say they have very little or no control over the data collected about them by companies.\textsuperscript{16} As Justice Sotomayor remarked when the Supreme Court decided the landmark Fourth Amendment case \textit{U.S. v. Jones}, “people reveal a great deal of information about themselves to third parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks.”\textsuperscript{17} That was in 2012—some 11 years ago—and the situation since then has only gotten worse.

Even though they feel they cannot change this situation on their own, people are not okay with the status quo. On the contrary, individuals overwhelmingly express dissatisfaction regarding this lack of control. According to the same body of research by Pew, a staggering 79\% of adults say they are somewhat or very concerned about how companies are using the data it collects about them.\textsuperscript{18}

Even if persistent and well-informed individuals wanted to attempt to remove their own information from data brokers, as a practical matter, it is nearly impossible to do so. The data broker industry is opaque and generally not consumer-facing. In 2020, journalist Seth Fiegerman of CNN Business wrote about his efforts to eliminate his information from people-search websites the previous winter. He reflected,

As I would learn through my brief, manic campaign in December to scrub as much of my personal data as possible and start the new year with a clean digital slate, it’s hard not to feel like you’re just scratching the surface of an impossibly large data industrial complex. By the end of my experiment, I felt even worse off about my ability to wrestle back control of my data than when I started.\textsuperscript{19}

Journalist Mara Hvistendahl of \textit{Consumer Reports} had a similar experience when she attempted to opt out of people-search services to protect herself from the possibility of harassment. She explained that even when services offer an opt-out option, “each has a uniquely labyrinthine process that’s often hard to find out about, much less navigate. It

\textsuperscript{15} 2014 FTC Report, \textit{supra} note 10 at iv (“For example, one of the nine data brokers has 3000 data segments for nearly every U.S. consumer.”).
\textsuperscript{18} Auxier et al., \textit{supra} note 16 at 8.
is far easier to buy the criminal records of all your neighbors than it is to scrub your personal details from these sites.”

Making matters worse, in the current legal and factual landscape, a great deal of information collected by data brokers will never go away. Data brokers routinely obtain information from the same sources and share information with each other. This means that once an individual’s information has been collected by one party, it may be virtually impossible to eliminate completely from all entities. According to the FTC’s 2014 report, “Some of the data brokers store all data indefinitely, even if it is later updated, unless otherwise prohibited by contract.”

In light of the unavoidable nature of information sharing with data brokers, and the fact that individuals both cannot protect their own information and are deeply dissatisfied with the status quo, Congress should act. Indeed, throughout the history of U.S. law, Congress has repeatedly seen fit to establish privacy protections for information that individuals share in the course of daily life. For example, as far back as 1931, leading up to the passage of wiretap legislation, Representative Beck raised the essential and unavoidable nature of interpersonal communications, referring to wiretapping as an “indefensible violation of the ordinary decencies of private life,” describing the ability of an agent “to listen to everything you may say, messages of love and affection and of sacred confidence, or of the most intimate, confidential business.”

In 1974, when Senator Buckley pitched the legislative amendment that would eventually become the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, he argued that “[t]he sense of a loss of control over one’s life and destiny . . . seems to be increasingly felt by parents with respect to the upbringing of their own children.” And in 1974, when Congress was contemplating financial privacy following the Supreme Court’s decision in United States v. Miller, leading up to the passage of the Right to Financial Privacy Act, Representative Cavanaugh lamented that, “the changing patterns of life took the possession of information about himself out of the control of the individual.”
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20 Mara Hvistendahl, I Tried to Get My Name Off People-Search Sites. It Was Nearly Impossible, Consumer Reports, Aug. 20, 2020, https://www.consumerreports.org/personal-information/i-tried-to-get-my-name-off-peoplesearch-sites-it-was-nearly--a0741114794/
21 2014 FTC Report, supra note 10 at 16 (“All of the responding companies reported obtaining information from other data brokers either by purchasing or under sharing arrangements.”).
22 Id. at 48
III. The booming data broker industry does real harm to real people.

The wealth of information collected by data brokers, our virtual powerlessness as individuals to avoid them, and the eternal nature of digital data certainly may be enough to persuade most lawmakers that something must be done about this problem. But in addition, data broker practices do real harm to real people in a multitude of ways that I have attempted to describe here.

Data brokers fuel scammers. As discussed above in the story of the Koelsch family, scammers use data from brokers to fuel mass scams. In addition, sophisticated fraudsters can use data from data brokers to target specific people for the purpose of stealing their identity or gaining access to their accounts.\(^\text{27}\) For example, a scammer with access to detailed information about an individual and her finances could persuasively impersonate a representative of her bank in order to get her to give up information about her account over the phone. Alternatively, a scammer with detailed historical biographical information about an individual could use that information to guess the answers to an individual’s security questions for the purpose of directly gaining access to one of his accounts.\(^\text{28}\)

Data brokers enable predatory marketing. The types of lists held by data brokers described above, which frequently categorize individuals by sensitive attributes, can also be used to market predatory products that might not be considered to be outright scams but are nevertheless harmful. For example, lists containing contact information for low-income people, disproportionately low-income people of color, could be used to market predatory high-interest payday loans, sub-prime auto loans, or debt relief programs of questionable legitimacy.\(^\text{29}\)


\(^{28}\) Grauer, supra note 27 (“If you can get information on someone online, you might be able to impersonate them or use their credit history, or perhaps get into a password protected website if you can answer security questions about people,” said Paul Stephens, Director of Policy and Advocacy at Privacy Rights Clearinghouse.”)

Data brokers facilitate stalking and harassment. Stalkers and abusers have also been known to make use of data brokers for the purpose of tracking down their victims and their victims’ family members.\textsuperscript{30} Even when an individual moves out of their home to escape a person who is pursuing them, they may find that their abusers are able to locate them by tracking down their relatives using data broker services.\textsuperscript{31}

Data brokers help law enforcement agencies circumvent constitutional protections. Law enforcement agencies sometimes go to data brokers to make an end-run around the Fourth Amendment, purchasing private information that they have insufficient grounds to obtain through lawful order.\textsuperscript{32} For example, a few years ago a journalist at the \textit{Wall Street Journal} revealed that the IRS had been purchasing access to precise location data.\textsuperscript{33} And last fall, investigations by the Electronic Frontier Foundation and Associated Press found that one broker that collects cell phone location data claims to have “billions” of data points pertaining to “over 250 million” devices,\textsuperscript{34} sold access to that location data to nearly two dozen agencies.\textsuperscript{35}

Data brokers facilitate exclusionary decision-making. For a variety of important eligibility decisions—including those about housing and employment—decision-makers sometimes rely on information obtained by data brokers that collect and aggregate records from court records databases and credit report furnishers.\textsuperscript{36} Landlords and employers sometimes rely on reports from these brokers without even


\textsuperscript{31} See Mara Hvistendahl, I Tried to Get My Name off People-Search Sites. It Was Nearly Impossible, Consumer Reports, Aug. 20, 2020, https://www.consumerreports.org/personal-information/i-tried-to-get-my-name-off-peoplesearch-sites-it-was-nearly--a0741114794/ (“Victims of stalking or domestic violence can’t even find safety by fleeing to a relative’s house, because many people-search sites publish the names and addresses of family members.”).


\textsuperscript{34} Cyphers, \textit{supra} note 14.


knowing precisely what information they entail, and as a result may disproportionately lock people out of important job and housing opportunities due to historical data that is colored by discrimination. Similarly, data brokers furnish information to health insurance companies, including information on race, education, marital status, financial health, social media, bill payments, and more for the purposes of profiling individuals and making predictions about their future healthcare costs.\textsuperscript{37}

**Data brokers disseminate inaccurate information.** Data brokers also often hold records that are not just detailed, but contain errors—and sometimes inaccuracies in data can result in harms to individuals. For example, inaccurate information could be relied upon by potential employers making decisions about job applicants, resulting in improper denial of employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{38} And harms flowing from data inaccuracies may not fall equally on all people—for example, inaccuracies due to name mismatches disparately impact racialized communities, who often face a higher likelihood of these types of mismatches because of “clustering” of common surnames.\textsuperscript{39}

**Data brokers increase data breach vulnerabilities.** Finally, data brokers’ collection of massive amounts of private information leaves that information vulnerable to exposure by security failures. We all recall when Equifax was compromised in 2017, exposing the information of more than 147 million Americans, including social security numbers, dates of birth, home addresses, and driver’s license numbers.\textsuperscript{40} Indeed, that single breach was the subject of a number of hearings in Congress, including one held by a subcommittee of this committee.\textsuperscript{41} The FBI later charged four Chinese military-backed attackers in connection with the Equifax breach.\textsuperscript{42}


The Equifax breach was not an isolated incident—in the past several years, data brokers have repeatedly been responsible for breaches exposing millions of people’s private information. Some of this information has ended up on the dark web, for sale to fraudsters. In 2020, when Social Data, a data broker that scraped social media profiles, exposed hundreds of millions of profiles through an unsecured database, a journalist at CSO Online explained, “this is the sort of data that scammers collate into larger ‘combo files’ (often traded on the dark web) as reference for elements of authenticity when engaging in attempts at fraud or social engineering.”

Data brokers put minors at risk. Data brokers collect information about minors. For example, researchers at the Fordham Center on Law and Information Policy looked into student data brokers several years ago and found, among other things, one data broker that claimed to be “the nation’s premier provider of student marketing data” for over 40 years, with a database containing mailing addresses of over 5 million high school students, and another broker offering data on students as young as two years old. In a recent data breach, the leaked information reportedly included the number, age, and gender of people’s children. And in 2021 it was revealed that a family safety app was selling kids’ and their families’ location data to approximately a dozen data brokers.

As with other information held by data brokers, minors may find that that information effectively lives forever. And although the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) places particular obligations on operators of sites and online services that collect information from children under 13, and some companies that have
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45 Ikeda, supra note 44.
collected children’s information have been found in violation of COPPA, this law does not extend either to information about older minors or to information that data brokers have collected from sources other than directly from children, such as information collected from parents about their children.

IV. Conclusion

I appreciate the Subcommittee’s attention to this very important issue. I am grateful for the opportunity to present this testimony. I look forward to your questions.
